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Abstract. KM3NeT-ORCA is a water-Cherenkov neutrino detector designed for studying
the oscillations of atmospheric neutrinos, with the primary objective of measuring the neutrino
mass ordering. Atmospheric neutrinos crossing the Earth undergo matter effects, modifying
the pattern of their flavour oscillations. The study of the angular and energy distribution
of neutrino events in ORCA can therefore provide tomographic information on the Earth’s
interior with an independent technique, complementary to the standard geophysics methods.
Preliminary estimations based on a full Monte Carlo simulation of the detector response show
that after ten years of operation the electron density can be measured with a precision of 3-5%
in the mantle and 7-10% in the outer core – depending on the mass ordering.
1. Introduction and motivations
ORCA (Oscillation Research with Cosmics in the Abyss) is the low-energy branch of KM3NeT,
the next-generation neutrino Cherenkov detector currently being built in the Mediterranean Sea
with the aim of measuring the neutrino mass ordering and searching for high-energy cosmic
neutrino sources [1]. The ORCA detector will instrument 5.7 Mton of seawater in a dense
configuration of 115 vertical strings with an horizontal spacing of 20 m, anchored on the seabed
off the shore of Toulon (France). Each string supports 18 digital optical modules with a vertical
spacing of 9 m. With this configuration, ORCA will focus on the study of atmospheric neutrino
oscillations in the energy range ∼1-100 GeV.
Due to coherent forward scattering on electrons, the flavour oscillations of atmospheric
neutrinos propagating through the Earth matter are modified with respect to vacuum
oscillations: this is known as the MSW effect [2, 3]. An accurate measurement of this effect, based
on the angular, energy and flavour distribution of neutrino interactions in ORCA, can provide
tomographic information on the electron density in the Earth’s interior [4, 5]. This method
is complementary to usual geophysical methods such as inversion of seismic data and geodetic
measurements, which are used to infer the radial mass density profile. The ratio of electron to
mass density scales with the average proton to nucleon ratio (hereafter denoted Z/A), which
depends on the chemical composition of the medium. Hence, combining both measurements
may allow us to constrain compositional models of the inner Earth – e.g. in the outer core [4].
In this work we use a reference geophysical model of the radial mass density profile in the Earth
and we estimate the sensitivity of ORCA to the Z/A ratio in the mantle and outer core.
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2. Methodology
Neutrino event topologies in ORCA can be separated into two broad classes, for which dedicated
reconstruction algorithms have been developed. Track-like events result from charged-current
(CC) interactions of νµ/νµ and ντ/ντ which produce an outgoing µ/µ. Cascade-like events
correspond to all other interaction channels: charged-current interactions of νe/νe and ντ/ντ
and neutral-current (NC) interactions, producing only hadronic and electromagnetic showers.
Event classification, together with rejection of down-going atmospheric muons, are based on a
Random Decision Forest algorithm. We refer to [1] for details regarding simulations, detector
resolutions and classification performance.
The composition measurement is extracted from the energy E and zenith angle θz (see Fig. 1)
distributions of track-like and cascade-like events, in bins of reconstructed logE and cos θz. To
compute the rate of interacting events in the detector, we use atmospheric flux tables from the
HKKM2014 simulations [6], and neutrino-nucleon cross-sections weighted for water molecules
from the GENIE Monte Carlo generator [7].
The trajectory of an atmospheric neutrino crossing
the Earth is modelled by a baseline consisting of a
finite number of steps of constant electron density
(Fig. 1). A set of baselines corresponding to the
angular binning is derived from a radial model of
the Earth with 42 density layers, where mass density
values are fixed and follow the PREM model [8].
Additionnally, three chemical layers are defined,
where the composition, and hence the Z/A factor, are
assumed to be uniform:
(a) solid iron inner core: R = 0− 1221 km
(b) liquid iron outer core: R = 1221− 3480 km
(c) silicate mantle (and crust): R = 3480− 6368 km Figure 1. Density layers of the PREM.
Using custom software, the evolution equation for neutrino propagation in matter is solved
numerically for each step in order to obtain the probabilities of flavour transition. The mass
ordering is assumed to be known at the time of the tomography measurement, and oscillation
parameters are fixed to their global (ordering-dependent) best-fit values as of May 2016 [9].
The detector response (Etrue, cos θtrue) → (Ereco, cos θreco) and flavour identification are
applied using binned 4-dimensional response matrices built from Monte Carlo simulated events,
accounting for detection and reconstruction efficiencies, event classification performance and
errors on reconstructed variables (including correlations). We consider 16 distinct channels:
{CC νe/νe, CC νµ/νµ, CC ντ/ντ , NC ν/ν} × {track-like, cascade-like}. The contamination of
signal channels by atmospheric muons is of the order of a few percent and is not included due
to limited Monte Carlo statistics.
3. Preliminary results and prospects
At this stage, the reported sensitivities account for statistical uncertainty only – the influence
of systematic effects is currently under study. We use a binned log-likelihood ratio test statistic
combining both signal channels:
∆χ2 =
∑
Tracks,
Cascades
∑
bins logE
bins cos θz
2
[
nexp − nobs + nobs · ln
(nobs
nexp
)]
where nexp denotes the expected number of events under a certain Earth model hypothesis
(model experiment), and nobs is the observed number of events under an assumption on the true
Earth parameters (pseudo-data). In this simplified analysis the sensitivity can be evaluated
from the average experiment or Asimov dataset, i.e. no pseudo-experiments are drawn.
Figure 2. ∆χ2 profiles for mantle and outer core.
Solid lines: normal ordering assumed. Dotted lines:
inverted ordering assumed.
Figure 3. Confidence level for rejecting the
pyrolitic mantle hypothesis (normal ordering). Solid
line: combined channels. Dashed line: track-like only.
Fig. 2 shows that ORCA will be more sensitive to the electron density in the mantle than in the
core. Although the oscillations are enhanced for core-crossing neutrinos, the resonance energy
(∼ 2-4 GeV) is closer to the detection threshold and fast oscillations cannot be well resolved in
this region due to limited angular and energy resolutions. High-density values for the outer core
cannot be excluded with strong significance, due to self-similarities of the oscillation probabilities
as the electron density increases [5]. The composition of the mantle is usually approximated
by a theoretical rock model called pyrolite (Z/A = 0.496). We report the estimated confidence
level for rejecting this hypothesis as a function of the alternative true Z/A in Fig. 3.
A confidence interval for the measurement of the Z/A factor for both layers can be derived
from the 1-dimensional ∆χ2 profiles – considering the two measurements independently. After
10 years of operation, we estimate that the proposed ORCA detector will be able to measure the
electron density in the Earth mantle to an accuracy of ±3.6% (resp.±4.6%) at 1σ confidence
level, assuming normal (resp. inverted) mass ordering. In the outer core, this accuracy is reduced
to ±7.4% (resp.±10.0%). As shown in Fig. 3, a significant improvement is realised by combining
track-like and cascade-like channels. Further studies will include improved reconstructions of the
interaction inelasticity, which can help to distinguish neutrinos from antineutrinos on a statistical
basis, as well as the impact of systematic effects and multi-layer simultaneous measurement.
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